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Abstract 

Shocks form when a supersonic flow encounters an obstacle; they slow, compress and heat the 
flowso it can divert around the obstacle. In the solar wind obstacles which produce shocks 
arethe interstellar medium, planetary magnetospheres, comets, and the solar wind itself.Shock 
waves from coronal mass ejections (CMEs) can form in the corona and move outward through 
the heliosphere.These shock waves are important sources of energetic particles, which are 
accelerated at shocks.Pairs of coward and reverse shocks form when the solar rotation causes 
fast solar wind streamsto overtake slow streams; these regions are called corotating interaction 
regions (CIRs). Both CME andCIR shocks are convected outward with the solar wind. Bow 
shocks form in front of planets andcomets; these are standing reverse shocks waves. The 
termination shock is also a reversestanding wave at which the supersonic solar wind becomes 
subsonic as it approaches the interstellarmedium; this shock is the largest in the heliosphere 
and a strong particle accelerator.Comparison of these different shocks can test our 
understanding of shock physics.One way to study these shocks is via direct in situ observations; 
since shocks are verynarrow structures, the number of shocks directly observed is limited, 
especially away fromEarth where the majority of spacecraft are located. Another way to study 
shocks is to lookat the sheath regions behind the shocks and see how the plasma has been 
affected by the shock.The sheath regions may provide a history of the shock variations with 
time.This paper will describe observations of shocks and sheaths from throughout the 
heliosphere,from ICME to CIR shocks to bow shocks to the termination shock. The shock 
structureswill be compared and differences discussed, particularly those related to 
particleheating at the shocks. Shock evolution from the sun outward will be illustrated 
usingevents observed by numerous spacecraft. Termination shock data will be used to 
demonstratethe effect of pickup ions on the shock interaction. The sheath regions of these 
shocks will alsobe compared and contrasted; it is the sheaths that interact directly with the 
obstacles,for example it is Earth's magnetosheath that interacts directly with the 
magnetosphere.We will discuss the plasma modifications which can occur within the sheath 
regions. 


